
The Comparative 
Study

LC English



What is the Comparative?
● The Comparative is a prescribed study of three texts of varying media that you 

will compare, contrast and contextualise. 
● This means three texts that you have studied during your Leaving Cert. course 

are looking at for their similarities and differences regarding their themes, 
devices used, characterisation and settings.

● You also will discuss the setting they are set in, meaning if you have a 
Shakespearean text within your three studied texts you can compare the 
differences in its society with the societies of your other texts, i.e, Sacramento, 
USA 2002/2003

● 70 marks, spend 1 hour on the question out of your 3 hours 20 minutes.



What texts are on the comparative?
● Americanah
● Behind the Scenes at the Museum 
● The Handmaid’s Tale 
● Persuasion
● Days Without End
● Wuthering Heights
● All the Light We Cannot See
● Room
● Silas Marner
● Never Let Me Go
● If This Is A Man
● Miss Emily
● Star of the Sea
● The Damned Utd
● The Cove
● Frankenstein
● The Lauras
● Out of Shadows
● Educated 
● The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891 Version)

● Eclipsed 
● By the Bog of Cats
● Philadelphia, Here I Come
● A Doll’s House
● Tribes
● Kindertransport
● Macbeth
● Othello
● Oedipus the King 

● Rosie
● Unforgiven 
● Mustang
● Ladybird
● Winter’s Bone
● Trading Places
● Hunger
● Some Like It Hot
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Your teacher has picked one out of each of 
these sections; so you will have one novel, 
one drama and one film studied and 
comparable. 



Comparative modes

I. Cultural Context
II. General Vision and Viewpoint 

III. Literary Genre

There are three modes for comparison 
within the comparative question. 

On your exam paper, two options will 
come up. The question is which two….

Modes of comparison change year on year 
similar to the prescribed texts.



Mode 1: Cultural Context 
● Looking at the kind of world and society that the story is set and takes place in. 
● What is the setting? Does the time matter? If the story took place in today’s time 

would it be appropriate what would change?
● Does the location matter? What does the culture of that location do to the story?
● What do you learn about the societal attitude of the place/time of the text?
● What are the characters’ values and attitudes? Are they influenced by those 

around them, by society?
● Class/race/gender/age distinctions or discrimination?
● Religion, money, family, civil status?
● The comparability of your texts based on these questions, their culture and their 

context. 



Mode 2: General Vision and Viewpoint

● Examine the broad outlook on life as portrayed by the texts of your comparative. 
You are focusing on the overall impact the text has. Key word: GENERAL

● Negative/Positive story? Optimistic/Pessimistic?
● What about life is highlighted in the text?
● What relationships? Dysfunctional, materialistic, symbiotic, fantastical, etc. Are 

they healthy? How do they encourage the development of characters, plot and 
theme?

● Writer’s tone and attitude, does it influence the readers’ view and response?
● Is there a key scene where we can clearly see the general viewpoint and vision 

expressed?



Mode 3: Literary Genre 
● HOW  the story is told. The texts all tell their stories in different media, film drama and novel. 
● All different ways these stories are told; all different ways. A play cannot be performed or told the same 

way as a novel. 
● Characterisation; character personalities, do we empathise with them? 
● Narration; is there a narrator? Reliable? Does it influence reader opinion?
● Flashback; any flashbacks/forward influence how we view characters and story?
● Music/Lighting; applies mainly to film and play but some novels reference songs or lighting. How do 

lighting and music create of enhance a mood, tone, attitude or atmosphere?
● Imagery and Symbolism; significance of particular items, what do these things represent, influence of 

these on characters, story and theme?
● Dialogue; vernacular, rhetoric, monologue, soliloquy, accent. Does this show us anything about social 

status, education, where characters originate from, how they feel with other characters, emotions etc.
● Costume/Makeup/Hair/Props; revealing the setting, context etc. Clothes can have symbolic importance, 

reflecting how a character feels about a situation, hair/makeup can reveal emotions. 
● Plot/climax/twist/resolution; how text ends is of utmost importance, influences our feelings, outlook on 

themes,characters and the lasting impression it leaves on us. 



You can’t go into your comparative 
half knowing your texts, you must 
know them fully as ALL THREE are 
questioned in the exam. 



But, what 
do i need?

When studying your 
comparative, there are a 
number of things you need 
to retain and explain…



What you need (briefly)

Linking and 
Comparison

Context and 
Knowledge 
Knowledge of setting, 
characters, themes etc. 

There is not enough space in 
here to explain, but your 
ability to identify contrasts 
and similarities 

Good Vocab and 
FluencyQuotes, Devices and 

Camera Angles
Literary devices, quotes, 
camera angles, dramatic 
devices and so on..

Your essay has a good 
flow to it, 
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Linking and Comparison
Among one of the most important aspects of your 

Comparative is your ability to link your paragraphs and 
ideas and compare your texts in a number of different 

ways. 
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COMPARING
● Find common areas in your texts that are comparable, by comparable it 

means similar or of equal worth to their texts. 
● Concentrate on “Key moments” of the text regarding  theme, attitude, 

characters etc. 
● Paragraphs should focus on a connection to the question (mode) and the 

texts, ideally you should compare two texts on a basis of perhaps theme 
or attitude toward women. 

● Summarising a plot, or scene is NOT comparing, comparing includes your 
ability to show what impact the scene or chapter has on the plot and the 
reader’s perspective. 

● Consistent comparison is where marks are awarded, lack of comparison 
or solo justification is where marks are taken away. 

● Linking words when comparing are also a form of mark winning. 



Example of Comparison ; Cultural Context 
With reference to two other texts on your comparative course, identify at least one type of behaviour considered to be 
unacceptable in the world of each of these texts. Compare why such behaviour is considered unacceptable in these 
cultural contexts and response or responses of society to such unacceptable behaviour. Support your answer with 
reference to the texts. 

“Whilst certain things are expected of men in these texts, particular behaviours are also 
expected of women. Men have unlimited freedom while the decisions choices to be made in the 
lives of women are made by the patriarchal figure in their lives. The sexualisation and 
objectification of women at the hands of men is made distinctly clear in the texts. Despite this, 
women are not free to decide for themselves if they wish to be promiscuous. Ophelia is Hamlet’s 
main love interest. At the time which the play was written, the innocence, virginity and purity of 
a woman would ideally be intact upon marriage……”



Linking 
Beginning of each new paragraph must have a link. 
Linking means there is fluency and a flow to your essay, showing your ability to construct, create and compare. 
The examiner will be inspecting your essay, combing through it looking for linking words and phrases.

 ● Likewise 
● Similarly
● Also
● In the same way
● In the same manner
● Just as
● Both texts/characters
● Each text

● Conversely
● On the contrary
● Whereas
● Differs from
● However
● In contrast
● This is different to
● While 

● We can see in both T1 and T2 
that..

● There are many similarities 
regarding crisis in both texts..



Context & Knowledge
Your knowledge and understanding of setting, characters, 

themes and symbols. 
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Context
● When studying your texts (film, drama and novel), you should learn about the context. 
● Context is the circumstances that the passage is set; society, place, time etc. 
● For example, if you are using an Shakespearean text, you should learn about the time it is written and the 

time the author has based the text in. Shakespearean texts tend to be written a less liberal, more 
conservative time, the 1500s (elizabethan period), meaning a patriarchal society with little to no freedoms 
for women. 

● The film you are studying may have a different context, such as Ladybird being set in Sacramento 
2002/2003. A severely more liberal time with women having a lot more rights than those predecessors 
discussed in Shakespeare’s Othello or Macbeth. 

● Having Contextual knowledge about the time and place of the text can gain you more marks as you can 
compare your three texts . 



Knowledge

● Your knowledge of your texts is of UTMOST importance. 
● Your ability to cross compare the themes, attitudes and images of the 

three texts is telling of your knowledge of the comparative study. 
● If you can fluently speak about the themes, context and characters of the 

text using literary devices and quotes will portray your knowledge of the 
texts.

● You don’t need to know each text to the same level of your single text but 
you must know what is comparable and contrastable. 



Quotes, Device and Camera Angles;
Literary Devices

Literary devices, quotes, camera angles, dramatic devices and so 
on..
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Quotes, Device and Camera Angles;
Literary Devices

You don’t need to know quotes and literary devices as heavily as you would for your single 
texts. But with that being said, you should know some to help you support your claims and 
ideas. 

Quotes from all three texts are compatible and supportive. 
Literary devices are the main way that you can identify the way the authors/directors wished 
to portray the story, i.e direct speech, camera angles, costume, lighting, non-diegetic sound, 
etc. 



Camera Angles 



Good Vocab. And Fluency
Your essay has a good flow to it and a good standard of English. 
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Good vocab..

● Ensure that you are not repeating the same word over and over again when constructing 
your sentence. 

● Vary the way you say portray, show, develop, make etc. 
● A good standard of English can make the examiner give you more marks and can help you 

get your point across to a better degree. 
● The way to go about doing this is essentially through practice. But make sure you 

understand the context and meaning of your big fancy words. 



Fluency 
● Fluency between paragraphs and points can be difficult to do with lots of different questions. 
● But fluency between your use of quotes and devices is important. As well as the fluency 

between your texts. 
● It shows you have a good standard of essay writing and can, once again, lead to better marks 

being awarded. 



Marking of the 
Comparative



How is the comparative marked?

1. Answer the question asked (30%) 
2. Make sure every paragraph develops that answer (30%)
3. Use varied and appropriate language (30%) 
4. Keep an eye on your spelling and grammar (10%).

Think about the first two points when you are planning your answer.

It is a 70 mark question, that’s a big amount for something you will spend 60 
minutes on. 



Extra material

Dublin School of Grinds; the comparative study

Aoife’s Notes; 2014 Comparative

LeavingCertEnglishNotes.net

http://www.dublinschoolofgrinds.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/5-eng-h-Comparative.pdf
https://www.aoifesnotes.com/leaving-cert/ordinary-level/Paper-Two/docs/comparative-study/Introduction%20to%20Comparative%20Study%20-2014.pdf
http://leavingcertenglish.net/category/paper-2/shakespeare/macbeth/

